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PRILOGA: 
 

ONE-ENGINE-INOPERATIVE FERRY FLIGHT 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Operators who consider that they may need to resort to one-engine-inoperative ferry flights 
should set up procedures in advance of such operations in order to ensure that, when needed, 
they are managed safely and efficiently. 

1.2 One-engine-inoperative ferry flights should not be undertaken unless the limitations, 
performance and operational procedures are specified in the Aeroplane Flight Manual (AFM). 
No revenue or corporate/business passengers or cargo should be carried on one-engine-
inoperative ferry flights, and persons on board should be limited to crew whose presence is 
essential to the safe operation of the aeroplane. 

1.3 A one-engine-inoperative ferry flight should never be seen as a ‘normal operation’ since the 
margins for control and performance, especially in the approach and climb phase, can be 
significantly different from those associated with normal operations and, in particular, landing 
distance requirements. The use of one-engine-inoperative ferry flights should be considered 
only when no reasonable alternative course of action is available and should apply only to 
three and four engined turbine-powered aeroplanes. Operators should always consider and 
favour bringing spare or replacement parts and a rectification team to the aeroplane rather 
than authorising a one-engine-inoperative ferry flight. Before authorising one-engine-
inoperative flights, operators should ensure that all the points addressed below can be 
implemented. 

1.4 The same general criteria and limitations that apply to aeroplane one-engine-inoperative ferry 
flights should be followed, where appropriate, for helicopters. 

2. Procedures 

2.1 The following procedures should be specified in the operations manual (OM) and in 
engineering instructions prepared by the operator. All AFM and maintenance manual (MM) 
requirements should be strictly adhered to. Specific authorisation should be given by 
operational management before each flight. 

2.2 Authorisation. Authorisation to carry out one-engine-inoperative ferry flights should contain a 
two sector limitation. All airfields intended to be used should have departure and/or arrival 
routes that will not require the aeroplane to overfly densely populated areas. Consideration 
should be given to obtaining overflight clearance from Authorities in whose airspace the 
aeroplane is expected to fly, and permission to undertake the operation may need to be 
obtained from the State in which the aircraft is registered. Authorisation to operate such flights 
should be limited to commanders and to flight engineers, if appropriate, who have received 
appropriate training. 

2.3 Crew Training. A flight crew training programme should be specified in Part D of the 
Operations Manual (OM). This should identify the minimum training required before a 
commander or flight engineer can be considered competent to undertake one-
engineinoperative flights. As a minimum, this training should include pre-flight planning 
together with satisfactory completion of one-engine-inoperative take-off and two-engine-
inoperative go-around procedures in a flight simulator approved for such training. Ideally the 
exercise should have been practised on two separate occasions. Such training should have 
been completed not more 15 months prior to the one-engine-inoperative flight (equivalent to 
the maximum period allowed between alternate operator proficiency checks). Persons who 
may be tasked to operate in the first officer’s seat on one-engine-inoperative ferry flights 
should be given instruction in the relevant planning and operational procedures, and it is 
desirable that they should receive training similar to that provided to the commander. 

2.4 Pre-flight Planning. It is essential that, when first addressing the task, the aeroplane 
commander provides a comprehensive brief to all crew members on all aspects of the pre-
flight preparation, route planning and take-off procedures. To support these activities, the 
operator should specify all such actions in the operations manual. Because one-engine-
inoperative ferry flights take place so infrequently, such drills and procedures should be clear 
and comprehensive, and they should be supported by a checklist for use on the flight deck. 
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2.5 Fuel Planning and Mass/Weight Considerations. When planning the amount of fuel required, 
particular attention should be paid to consumption rates. The take-off mass of the aeroplane 
should be as low as possible, yet having regard to trim and the need to carry adequate 
reserves of fuel. During the en-route phase, the aeroplane should be capable of clearing all 
obstacles if a second engine should fail, and at all times it should not be further from a suitable 
alternate than the distance flown in 90 minutes at the twoengine- inoperative cruise speed. 

2.6 Performance Considerations. It is important that flight crews appreciate the handling and 
performance requirements on which the limitations for one-engine-inoperative ferry takeoffs 
are based, as these are significantly different from normal operations. The major consideration 
is that the scheduled take-off distance and the handling characteristics on which operating 
speeds are based take no account of the possible failure of a further engine prior to the 
aeroplane becoming airborne. It is accepted, therefore, with such operations that a period of 
risk may exist during which, in the event of a further engine failure, the aeroplane can neither 
stop in the remaining distance available nor continue the take-off. The duration of this 
‘exposure period’ may be significant, lasting from when ‘Vstop’ is passed until the landing gear 
is up and locked. 

2.7 The AFM may provide advisory data on accelerate-stop distances from various Vstop speeds. 
However, such speeds cannot be considered as equivalent to a normal V1 as a continued 
take-off capability in the event of a further engine failure above this speed is not guaranteed 
and the scheduled take-off distance need not take account of the accelerate-stop distance. 
The risk period can only be eliminated totally if, at the planned take-off mass of the aeroplane, 
the runway length is of sufficient length that there is adequate runway remaining to permit a 
stop from a speed of not less than VR. However the situation will still be influenced, one way 
or another, by the particular characteristics of the aeroplane type concerned and whether the 
second engine failure adds to or reduces the thrust asymmetry. Once the aeroplane is 
airborne, continued flight will be possible following the failure of a further engine, but the 
directional control margins and climb gradient capability will be considerably less. 

2.8 One-engine-inoperative ferry take-offs should be permitted from a dry or wet runway unless 
otherwise stated in the AFM, but should not be permitted from a slippery runway or from a 
runway contaminated by standing water, snow or slush.   
Other than for handling reasons, the planned use of reduced or de-rated thrust is also not 
permitted. Flight in reported or predicted icing conditions should be avoided. 

2.9 Maintenance Considerations. The operator’s engineering organisation should consider what 
additional technical constraints may need to be applied, and a Certificate of Release to Service 
should be issued by authorised certification staff employed by an approved maintenance 
organisation. Before issuing the CRS, consideration should be given to what other means are 
available to supply hydraulics, electrics, air conditioning and other essential services. For 
example, in some aeroplanes the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) must be serviceable to provide 
an alternative source of hydraulic/electrical power in the event of the subsequent failure of a 
paired engine. Inspection procedures for determining the satisfactory operating condition of the 
remaining engines should be applied before every one-engine-inoperative take-off. 

2.10 Weather Considerations. The requirements for actual and forecast weather conditions should 
be at least a minimum cloud base of 1,000ft agl and 2 km visibility, or as specified in the AFM 
for one-engine-inoperative take-off and landing procedures, whichever is greater. A 
conservative maximum crosswind limit should also be applied: it is recommended this should 
not be greater than 7 kts if from the same side as the inoperative-engine, unless otherwise 
quoted in the AFM. 

2.11 Before Starting Engines. The aircraft commander should occupy the captain’s seat for take-off 
and landing, and the person occupying the first officer’s seat should be qualified to undertake 
normal duties in that position. In the aircraft, the flight crew should review the handling 
techniques to be used during take-off and the procedures to be followed in the event of a 
further engine or other system failure. The AFM should provide full details applicable to each 
aeroplane type, and the handling technique may vary depending upon whether the inoperative 
engine is inboard or outboard (4-engine types), or is centreline or non-centreline mounted (3 
engine types). The procedure may specify setting rudder trim away from the inoperative 
engine. 

2.12 Take-Off Technique. Setting take-off power on an asymmetric serviceable engine from the 
start of the take-off run will generally not be possible: asymmetric thrust will need to be 
progressively increased as the aeroplane accelerates. It is likely that the AFM procedure will 
call for the use of nose wheel steering, in addition to rudder, to maintain directional control 
initially. While the thrust setting technique is intended to ensure that the thrust asymmetry 
always remains within the directional control capability of the aeroplane, it is also important 
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that the asymmetric thrust setting is not delayed so as to erode the margin allowed in 
scheduling the take-off distance. 

 




